®

UNO ARM MOUNT
Tasca is not about decorative frills and artsy sculpture that just happens to emit light. Tasca is about hard work, long service life, and enhanced visual performance. Designed for
work light applications, where things get banged up, Tasca solid-state work lighting allows function to be expressed in its form.

HARDWARE READY FOR A LONG HARD LIFE
Designed and Made in the U.S.A. from U.S. and Imported Parts*
1 Heavy duty construction delivers continuous duty and high reliability in work and service environments
2 Rigid construction and mounting hardware with yoke and swivel aiming - no plastic used in mechanical construction
3 Exceptionally smooth, bright light pattern without streaks, hot spots or striations
4 No heat in the light pattern, no hot cover glass
5 Oversized heat-sink surface complies with NASA 49˚C (120F) and OSHA 60˚C (140F) touch temperature at 30˚C (86F) ambient
6 Premium driver, control and connector components for maximum reliability under harsh use
7 Modular design is repairable and upgradable - not a throw-away import
*Tasca products are made from UL recognized components made and sourced in the USA with imported components. See page 4 for details.

MECHANICAL
Main housing:
Frame:
Gasketing:
Fully sealed enclosure. Silicone top and bottom gasket. Splashproof silicone switch cover and sealed power entry plug.
Arms/Mounts: Flexible goosneck in 6“, 12”, 18”, 24” or 30” lengths
Articulated arm with machined joints and tubular arms
Mounting options include table edge clamp, bolt down, magnetic baseplate, weighted base, shelf front bracket, under-shelf mout, or custom upon request

ELECTRICAL
LED:
Bridgelux ES Array 4000K @ 80CRI, >36,000hr L70(6.8k) service life per IES TM-21-11
Driver:
Power Supply:
2-#18 with 2.1mm x 5.1mm jack for connection to power supply
Wiring:

OPTICAL
Construction:

PRODUCT CONFIGURATION

UNO800
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FA24

Model

/

CLB

/

Arm Base or Bracket
4000

4000K 80CRI Cool White
For other LED CCT contact factory
for special order

HD Flexible Arm
FA6 6” Long
FA12 12” Long
FA18 18” Long
FA24 24” Long
FA30 30” Long
NAR No Arm
CRM Custom Arm - Specify

Arm Bases
CLB Clamp Base
BTM Bolt Down
MAG Magnet

STA

Brackets
Tripod Stand

PIPS
Power Supply
PIPS

Plug In

NBM No Base or Bracket
CMB Custom Base - Specify
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®
SMOOTH BEAM GENERAL WORK LIGHT - DELIVERED LIGHT OUTPUT

Delivered Foot-candles and light spread

Uno 800

801 delivered lumens
12.3 Plug Watts

Mtg. Center
Ht Illuminance

18”
24”
30”
36”

531 Max Cd

Beam
Dia.

19”
29”
38”
48”

231 fc
130 fc
84 fc
59 fc

Angular Distribution

Field
Dia.

60”
80”
101”
121”

Candela

76˚Beam x 118˚Field

94
177
266
354
443
531

90°
80°
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All values are 4000K CCT @ 80CRI hot lumens (25˚C environment w/luminaire head at operating temperature), at 2000 operating hou rs. lm/W includes all driver and optical losses.

DIMENSIONS

ARM SPECIFICATIONS
Woven nylon
cord protective cover

material covered in matte black shrink wrap. These are simply the best arms
available on the market. Adapters made by Tasca are machined from 6063
aluminum, powder coated in matte black acrylic.

DC Connector with silicone
cover and lock ring
Silicone switch
cover/seal

1.8”

1.2”

2.7”
300°
Swivel

1.1”

100° Tilt
3.0”

4.7”

Adjustment knob may be located
to right or left

Tasca also creates custom arms and mounts to
your requirements and we will do everything
we can to exceed them.

WARRANTY

1. Tasca products are warranted to be free from material and workmanship defect for a period of 7 years from date of purchase (1 year for plug-in power supplies). Defective
products will be repaired or
ncidental charges of
any type.
2. All Tasca products are subjected to a 24hr burn in and initial lumen test, logged to each product serial number. Tasca warrants that under normal operating conditions*,
the product will produce a minumum of 70% of measured initial lumens for a period of no less than 36,000 hrs**
oducts returned
to the factory will be evaluated and repaired or replaced to restore full function for the remainder of the intitial warranty period.
* Normal operation includes ambient air temperatures no greater than 85F, dry environmental conditions, with product operated in free air to allow proper cooling, with regular debris removal and surface cleaning.
Products exposed to high temperatures or harsh environmental conditions may result in voiding of warranty
** 36,000 hrs equates to continuous 24 x 7 operation for a period of 4 years. 7 Years operation 10 hrs per day , 6 days a week equates to 21,840 operating hours.

RECYCLING AND REPURPOSING

1. Tasca products are designed to be reconditioned, updated, or recycled. At any time during the products life, even after the warranty period, contact the factory for
options available to refurbush damaged or end of life products, to update or upgrade performance, or recycle unused or expired products no longer needed.
2. Should the need arise to re-purpose a Tasca product, including changes in mounting, optical distribution, or light output, contact the factory for options available to modify
existing products for a new use, or trade in for new products to suit changing requirements.

DISCLAIMERs

performance improvements.

al spray, or other conditions beyond the
intended application may be repaired for a charge outside the warranty coverage described. Contact the factory to obtain a quote for the work required.
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